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Lucy Weber, formerly the powerful hero Black Hammer, is struggling to keep her daughter from following the same path of
heroism—a battle she's seems destined to lose as the family is confronted with spatial warps, shark monsters, and familiar faces
from the past that threaten to bring more violence into their lives than they ever wanted.
The Eisner Award-winning superhero saga continues with this two-part mystery that will change the world forever! After learning
how they got trapped on the farmworld, our heroes find themselves with everything they thought they wanted. Yet not everything is
right just yet and it takes the strong resolve of the new Black Hammer to get the team back together, as shocking revelations
change their world at every turn! Collects Black Hammer: Age of Doom #6-12 from the Eisner Award winning team of Jeff Lemire
and Dean Ormston, with a special guest artist appearance from superstar creator Rich Tommaso!
Jeff Lemire! Tyler Crook! From the world of the Eisner Award-winning Black Hammer series comes this meta team superhero saga
taking place between two different worlds. After signing at a comic book convention, Unbelievable Unteens artist Jane Ito finds
herself visited by one of the characters from her own creation—but was it her own creation? Were the Unteens an actual school of
teenaged misfit superheroes who battled supervillains under the lead of the mysterious Dr. Miles Moniker? And if so, who wiped
their memories and why? As Jane's world is turned upside down and she learns the true nature of her identity, she discovers a
sinister plot leading her to assemble a team she had suspected was purely fictional. An exciting reimagination of the Eisner Awardwinning Black Hammer series!
When a visitor from the outside world arrives on the Farm, looking for the Black Hammer and bringing news of Spiral City to its
Golden Age heroes, everything changes. Her arrival stirs up old memories and awakens new hope in the marooned heroes and
they make a new attempt to escape their strange prison. • Jeff Lemire's (Descender, All-New Hawkeye) most earth-shattering
work yet! • Indomitably illustrated by Dean Ormston (Lucifer, 2000 AD) and Dave Stewart (Hellboy) • Dark Horse does the
multiversal epic! Collects Black Hammer issues #7-11, and issue #13.
From the world of the Eisner Award-winning Black Hammer series comes this meta team superhero saga taking place between
two different worlds. After signing at a comic book convention, Unbelievable Unteens artist Jane Ito finds herself visited by one of
the characters from her own creation—but was it her own creation? Were the Unteens an actual school of teenaged misfit
superheroes who battled supervillains under the lead of the mysterious Dr. Miles Moniker? And if so who wiped their memories
and why? As Jane’s world is turned upside down and she learns the true nature of her identity she discovers a sinister plot
leading her to assemble a team she had suspected was purely fictional. Collects issues #1-4 of The Unbelievable Unteens and
featuring a sketchbook section and pinups by Emi Lenox, John McCrea, Tonci Zonjic, and Ray Fawkes!
Spiral City finds itself trapped in a vicious cycle of crime, corruption, and violence. With the heart of the city at stake, a vigilante
rises in Skulldigger. However, when the nefarious Grimjim escapes from prison, will Skulldigger and his ward, Skeleton Boy, be
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enough to save Spiral City? From the world of the Eisner Award-winng Black Hammer series comes a dark tale of tragedy!
Collects Skulldigger and Skeleton Boy: From the World of Black Hammer #1-6 from the Eisner Award-winning writer Jeff Lemire
and superstar artist Tonco Zonjic!
"Chapter breaks by Dean Ormston, Skottie Young, Jeff Lemire, Michael Cho, James Harren, Fâabio Moon, and Dave Stewart."
Barbalien continues to flee the Martian bounty hunter Boa Boaz—and continues to develop a relationship with a young activist
under an assumed identity. But past and present collide when Boa begins targeting people in Barbalien's life.

"An expanded look at the world of Jeff Lemire and Dean Ormston's Eisner Award-winning Black Hammer universe, with
two complete series drawn by David Rub?n and Max Fiumara. Sherlock Frankenstein lies at the heart of the mystery of
what happened to Black Hammer, Spiral City's greatest hero, and Black Hammer's daughter is determined to uncover his
role. Doctor Andromeda, an aged crime fighter, desperately struggles to reconnect with his estranged son as he takes on
personal demons and interstellar battles." -- back cover.
The Eisner Award-winning superhero saga returns! Picking up immediately where we left offÑLucy Weber has become
the new Black Hammer and right as she's about to reveal to our heroes how they got stuck on the farm and can escape,
she vanishes. Now our new Black Hammer finds herself trapped in a gritty world filled with punk rock detectives, emo
gods, anthropomorphic humans, absurdist heroes, and many more weirdoes, in a mad world in which there is no escape!
Winner of the Eisner Award for Best New Series!
From the World of Black Hammer comes a truly gripping tale of war and intrigue! During the Golden Age of superheroes,
an elite Air Force crew called the Black Hammer Squadron was formed to fight the Axis powers. Facing occult threats
from the German side, this team must save a family of scientists from the Nazi's. But the mysterious and dangerous
Ghost Hunter is hot on their trail. ''Black Hammer is the maddest, most brilliant comic I've read in years.'' -Mark Millar
(Kick Ass)
An expanded look at the world of Jeff Lemire and Dean Ormston's Eisner Award-winning Black Hammer universe, with
two complete series drawn by David Rubin and Max Fiumara. Collects Sherlock Frankenstein & the Legion of Evil: From
the World of Black Hammer and Doctor Andromeda and the Kingdom of Lost Tomorrows in a deluxe, oversized
hardcover format with a new cover, sketchbook extras, and more!
Jeff Lemire! The Eisner Award-winning superhero saga returns in this ongoing series picking up twenty years later with
new series artist Caitlin Yarsky. Now, it's twenty years later, and Lucy, and the world, have moved on. Living in the
suburbs of Spiral City, Lucy is married and has children. But all is not blissful. Her marriage is falling apart, her job has
reached a dead end, and for mysterious reasons, she hasn't picked up the hammer in years. But, as her domestic life
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begins to crumble, the secrets of the last twenty years, and the reasons Lucy really gave up being Black Hammer, begin
to resurface, threatening her family, and the peace she has tried hard to find for herself. A new chapter in the Eisner
Award-winning Black Hammer series!
This collection launches the second part of a special two volume hardcover series of exciting stories taking place in the
world of Jeff Lemire (Sweet Tooth, Moon Knight) and Dean Ormston’s (Neil Gaiman's The Sandman, Books of Magick:
Life During Wartime) Eisner Award–winning Black Hammer superhero comics. Creators such as Kelly Thompson, Cullen
Bunn, Cecil Castellucci, Scott Snyder and many more of comics’ top talents take on some of the greatest heroes and
villains of Spiral City! This graphic novel collects Black Hammer: Visions #5-8 and also features a sketchbook section and
pinups by Yuko Shimizu, Veronica Fish, Dan Brereton, Annie Wu, Brian Hurtt, and more! Featuring tales of the cult
heroes and villains of Spiral City such as the Horseless Rider, Ms. Moonbeam, Cthu-Lou, and Skulldigger!
Mariko Tamaki! Diego Olortegui! Eisner Award-winning writer Mariko Tamaki and her superstar Marvel collaborator Diego
Olortegui team up once again for a truly unusual Black Hammer issue that moves our heroes away from the farm to
bizarre setting that's a cross of gothic soap opera and space opera. Written by Mariko Tamaki (The One Summer) and
drawn by Diego Olortegui (X-23) with colors by Dave Stewart!
Spiral City finds itself trapped in a vicious cycle of crime, corruption, and violence. With the heart of the city at stake, a
vigilante rises in Skulldigger. However, when the nefarious Grimjim escapes from prison, will Skulldigger and his ward,
Skeleton Boy, be enough to save Spiral City?
A comprehensive, illustrated guide to the world of the Eisner Award--winning series Black Hammer! This special one-shot
offers a guide to the world of Black Hammer, presenting detailed biographies of Black Hammer's heroes, villains, and
supporting characters, written by Tate Brombal and Jeff Lemire, and illustrated by a wide assortment of superstar artists,
including David Rubin, Wilfredo Torres, Tyler Crook, Christian Ward, and more! An all-star team takes on Eisner Awardwinning series, Black Hammer.
Set in the world of the Eisner Award-winning Black Hammer series--but a thousand years in the future--a collection of
superheroes, inspired by the legendary heroes of Black Hammer Farm, must band together to save the planet from an
authoritarian regime. A young Martian must find a way to reform The Quantum League to save the world while solving
the riddle of what happened to the great heroes of the twentieth century. Black Hammer creator Jeff Lemire (The
Terrifics) is joined by Wilfredo Torres (Legion) in illustrating while Dave Stewart (Hellboy) adds his colorist skills to the
mix. Based on Jeff Lemire's Eisner Award-winning series! ''Masterfully plays with all the many tropes and genres of
superhero fiction over the past few decades.''--Entertainment Weekly
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This mystery set in the world of superheroes follows a reporter investigating what happened to her father: The Black
Hammer, from New York Times bestselling author Jeff Lemire (Descender, Underwater Welder, Old Man Logan). All
answers seem to lie in Spiral City's infamous insane asylum where some of its dangerous super-villain tenants reside. As
she gets closer and closer to the truth she uncovers the dark origin stories of some of Black Hammer's greatest foes and
how they tie into the puzzle of what happened to Spiral City's greatest hero. Collects issues 1-4 of the Sherlock
Frankenstein series.
From the world of the Eisner-award winning Black Hammer series comes a gripping World War II action adventure tale!
During the Golden Age of superheroes, an elite Air Force crew called the Black Hammer Squadron bands together to
combat the Nazis, a host of occult threats, and their ultimate aerial warrior the Ghost Hunter. This volume collects Black
Hammer '45 #1-4 from the all-star creative team of Ray Fawkes, Jeff Lemire, and Matt Kindt, as well as a sketchbook
section.
A groundbreaking new sci-fi action series in the world of the Eisner Award-winning Black Hammer universe, about
prejudice, honor, and identity. Mark Markz has found his place on Earth as both a decorated police officer and as the
beloved superhero, Barbalien. But in the midst of the AIDS crisis, hatred from all sides makes balancing these identities
seem impossible--especially when a Martian enemy from the past hunts him down to take him back, dead or alive.
Collects Barbalien: Red Planet #1-#5.
The Eisner Award-winning superhero saga returns in this ongoing series picking up twenty years later with new series
artist Caitlin Yarsky. In 1986, Black Hammer and the rest of Spiral City's greatest superheroes seemingly died defeating
the cosmic despot known as Anti-God and saving the world. But one woman refused to believe they were truly gone:
Lucy Weber, the daughter of Black Hammer. Learning that her dad had sacrificed himself to save the other heroes, Lucy
soon took up the mantle of Black Hammer and carried on the legacy of her father as the world's greatest superhero.
Now, it's twenty years later, and Lucy, and the world, have moved on. Living in the suburbs of Spiral City, Lucy is married
and has children. But all is not blissful. Her marriage is falling apart, her job has reached a dead end, and for mysterious
reasons, she hasn't picked up the hammer in years. But, as her domestic life begins to crumble, the secrets of the last
twenty years, and the reasons Lucy really gave up being Black Hammer, begin to resurface, threatening her family, and
the peace she has tried hard to find for herself. Black Hammer: Reborn is the next era of the Black Hammer Universe; a
twelve-issue series by Jeff Lemire and Caitlin Yarsky that juxtaposes an achingly human story of domestic life, marriage,
parenthood, and destiny with a pulse-pounding superhero thriller that peels back new layers of mystery, and pulls the
Black Hammer history into the present. Collects Black Hammer: Reborn #1-#4.
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Torn from the Farm and faced with startling revelations about their last ten years, the Black Hammer crew, stripped of
their identities, must race to prevent a universal meltdown and make hard sacrifices for the sake of existence itself!
Meanwhile, a Lovecraftian teen finds there is a hefty price she must pay to become 'normal.' Collects Black Hammer:
Age of Doom #1-#12 and Black Hammer: Cthu-Louise in a deluxe, oversized hardcover format with a new cover,
sketchbook extras, and more!
From the pages of Sherlock Frankenstein comes this horrific tale of Lovecraftian teenage angst. Spawned by the
emissary of a Cthulhu god, Cthu-Louise struggles and is teased at school due to her monstrous appearance. Finally fed
up with the bullying and abuse, she decides she will do anything to make herself ''normal.'' Emi Lenox's return to the
Black Hammer World! Ties directly into the Eisner-Award winning Black Hammer comic books series and is written by
Jeff Lemire.
Twenty years ago, Lucy Weber fought madmen and monsters—today she finds her marriage falling apart and her children in
danger. And now past threats—and rogue heroes—return to herald the end of the world!
"Black Hammer created by Jeff Lemire and Dean Ormston."
In this dueling narrative of two different sins over time, we witness an 1880s origin story of the Black Hammer cult cowboy known
as the Horseless Rider and a 1950s southwestern rest home where the staff is immoral and vengeance is waiting in the shadows.
''Black Hammer: Visions proves that Jeff Lemire's Black Hammer universe is rife with potential for great stories.''–DC Comics News
The first chapter of the highly acclaimed, Eisner Award-winning superhero saga in deluxe, oversized hardcover format. Collects
the first and second volumes of Black Hammer, and Black Hammer: Giant Sized Annual in a deluxe, hardcover, and oversized
format with a new cover, sketchbook extras, and more! Mysteriously banished from existence by a multiversal event, the old
superheroes of Spiral City now lead simple lives on a bizarre farm from which there is no escape! But as they employ all of their
super abilities to free themselves from this strange purgatory, a mysterious stranger works to bring them back into action for one
last adventure! "I don't read many comics these days, and I can't remember the last time I read a superhero comic, but I'm loving
Black Hammer." - Mike Mignola "Black Hammer is easily one of Lemire's best creations." - Scott Snyder "Amazing. Just flat-out
amazing." - Patton Oswalt
Once they were heroes, but the age of heroes has long since passed. Banished from existence by a multiversal crisis, the old
champions of Spiral City--Abraham Slam, Golden Gail, Colonel Weird, Madame Dragonfly, and Barbalien--now lead simple lives in
an idyllic, timeless farming village from which there is no escape! But as they employ all of their super abilities to free themselves
from this strange purgatory, a mysterious stranger works to bring them back into action for one last adventure! Collects Black
Hammer #1-#6. The first chapter in Jeff Lemire (The Underwater Welder, The Complete Essex County, Animal Man) and Dean
Ormston's (Lucifer) acclaimed series!
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Black Hammer Volume 1: Secret OriginsSecret OriginsDark Horse Comics
Once they were heroes, but the age of heroes has long since passed. Banished from existence by a multiversal crisis, the old
champions of Spiral City--Abraham Slam, Golden Gail, Colonel Weird, Madame Dragonfly, and Barbalien--now lead simple lives in
an idyllic, timeless farming village from which there is no escape! But as they employ all of their super abilities to free themselves
from this strange purgatory, a mysterious stranger works to bring them back into action for one last adventure! Collects Black
Hammer #1-#6. The first chapter in Jeff Lemire (The Underwater Welder, The Complete Essex County, Animal Man) and Dean
Ormston's (Lucifer) acclaimed series! “I don’t read many comics these days, and I can’t remember the last time I read a
superhero comic, but I’m loving Black Hammer.” – Mike Mignola “Black Hammer is easily one of Lemire’s best creations.” –
Scott Snyder “Amazing. Just flat-out amazing.” – Patton Oswalt
Black Hammer creators Jeff Lemire (Essex County) and Wilfredo Torres (Legion) in illustrating and Dave Stewart (Hellboy)
providing his colorist skills to the mix. Collects The Quantum Age #1-6. In the world of the Eisner Award-winning Black Hammer
series--but a thousand years in the future--a collection of superheroes, inspired by the legendary heroes of Black Hammer Farm,
must band together to save the planet from an authoritarian regime. A young Martian must find a way to reform The Quantum
League to save the world, while solving the riddle of what happened to the great heroes of the twentieth century.

With our heroes trapped in a bizarre new world it will be up to the new Black Hammer to bring them to safety! *Winner of
the Eisner Award for Best New Series!
From the Eisner-award winning Black Hammer superhero fantasy comes this collection of three stories and a universe
guide tied to the world of Jeff Lemire and Dean Ormston's hit comic book series. A Lovecraftian teen decides she will do
anything to make herself ''normal'', a bizarre witch guides her guests through her house of horrors, and an all-star slate of
guest artists illustrate a bizarre adventure with Colonial Weird on the farm. Also featuring a complete world guide to the
Black Hammer universe and its characters. Collects: Black Hammer: Giant Sized Annual, Black Hammer: Cthu-Louise,
World of Black Hammer, and material from Free Comic Book Day 2019.
This dual-narrative story set in the world of the Eisner-award winning Black Hammer series chronicles the legacy of a
Golden Age superhero. Collects the first four issues of Doctor Star from New York Times bestselling and Eisner-winning
creator Jeff Lemire! An aged crime fighter desperately wants to reconnect with his estranged son, who he hoped would
one day take the mantle of Doctor Star. Over the course of the story we learn his World War II-era origin, how he got his
powers, his exciting astral adventures, the formation of some of Black Hammer's greatest heroes, and more in this
heartbreaking superhero tale about fathers and sons.
DC Comics and Dark Horse Comics present the ultimate superhero crossover event of 2019! A strange man arrives
simultaneously on Black Hammer Farm and in Metropolis and both worlds are warped as Starro attacks! Batman, Green
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Lantern, Flash, Wonder Woman, Superman, and more crossover with Golden Gail, Colonel Weird and the rest of the
Black Hammer gang! Collects Black Hammer/Justice League: Hammer of Justice #1-5 and featuring pinup art by Yanick
Paquette, Yuko Shimizu, Matteo Scalera, Andrea Sorrentino, Doc Shaner, Jill Thompson, and more!
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